SOLIDSTEEL NS-6 HI-FI SPEAKER
STANDS
$429.00

SKU: NS-6
Category: Speaker Stands & Accessories
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The NS range of speaker stands is Solidsteel's basic series, designed for a large number of bookshelf
loudspeakers, ideal for any kind of space and room. The NS series is also perfect for supporting centre
speakers or satellite speakers in home theatres.
Each stand is made of 5 steel pipes ﬁnely painted in black, screwed between a wooden (and painted) top
plate of 160x160 mm and a heavy steel bottom-plate, crafted by laser cut. The bottom metal cones are
threaded to support our traditional height-adjustable, stainless steel spikes. All steel pipes are ﬁlled by
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Stratocell®, which is a semi-rigid sound-absorbing polyethylene foam sheet that with its innovative closed
cell structure revolutionizes the concept of acoustic correction. This material is highly performing (the
highest classiﬁcation of sound absorption - up to Class A) and it's perfect for dampening all the vibrations
that could be generated on the stands.
The NS-6 speaker stands have a total height of 625mm and are very easy to assemble. Inside the package
are all the required screws and Allen-Key for installation. The NS stands are also supplied with “Pata-ﬁx®”
to properly ﬁx the speakers to the top plate.
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KEY FEATURES
Recommended for small to medium size bookshelf speakers
Increases quality and clarity from your speakers
5 Iron support poles with internal damping
Made with high-quality Italian materials
Adjustable decoupling spikes at base
625mm tall

SPECIFICATIONS
Five-iron-pipes in Flat Black ﬁnish
MDF top plate of 160×160 mm (6,3 in) painted in Flat Black ﬁnish
Heavy stainless steel bottom plate
Height-adjustable, stainless steel spikes
Weight: 10 Kg
Finish: Black only
Outer Dimensions (WxHxD): 230 x 625 x 280 mm
Inner Shelves Dimensions (WxD): 160 x 160 mm
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